The Law Review article Judge Evans never wrote
Barbara Fritschel1
It is a little-known fact that Judge Evans was envious of some of his Seventh Circuit colleagues because
of their numerous law review articles.2 In fact, there are only two law review articles attributed to
Terence Evans.3 Shortly before his death, we started working on a law review article that “coulda had
class”.4 In his honor, I feel it is appropriate to write the law review article Judge Evans was
contemplating.5
Going Where All Men Have Gone Before6
The Hon. Terence T. Evans7
Toilet Paper. This law review article is about toilet paper.8 More specifically, I would like to convince
academia that there is a need for a course in Sports Entrepreneurial Law and Toilet Paper.9
Sports and toilet paper go back a long time. There is evidence that the Romans allowed the Christians to
toss toilet paper as a distraction to the lions in the arena10 Archeological evidence shows that the
Mesoamerican ballgame evolved to using toilet paper instead of solid rubber balls after too many
players had their hips broken and thus had to be sacrificed.11 However, there is speculation among
archeologists that the change to toilet paper displeased the gods and led to a severe drought that
led to the destruction of the Mayan civilization and later, the world in 2012.12 13 There are several
hundred other historical examples.14
Not to be outdone by the past, there are many modern references to sports and toilet paper. What is
not apparent is good lawyering in this field. If there can be seminars on being a sports agent, then I
think we can develop the new field for Sports Entrepreneur. I’m not talking about selling the semi-
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ubiquitous toilet paper with the logos of your favorite teams.15 No, this is a serious field of legal study.16
I propose the following topics for such a needed class.17
The Rules of the Game and Toilet Paper
Several modern sports have written toilet paper out of their rules. This is attributed to Kenesaw
Mountain Landis, a judge for the Northern District of Illinois from 1905 to 1922, who became the
first commissioner of “organized” baseball in 1921.18 Judge Landis was brought into baseball to clean up
after the “Black Sox” scandal where members of the South Side team of Chicago were convicted
of fixing the World Series.19 In the course of the investigation, Judge Landis discovered the
bribes were written on toilet paper hidden in the players’ shoes.20 Joseph Jefferson Jackson,
outfielder, refused the bribes and so played without shoes, thus earning him the name of “Shoeless Joe
Jackson”.21 The continued prohibition against toilet paper on the field is well documented.22
Vestiges of the anti-toilet paper rule survive in college basketball to this day. John Brown University
plays a toilet-paper game every year to protest this rule.23 At the home opener, fans celebrate the first
at-home score by throwing toilet paper onto the court. In one year, over 2,000 rolls of toilet paper were
tossed. This celebration results in a technical foul because of the anti-toilet paper rules. Why should
they get a technical foul for something that was once legal?24Anyway, there could be a seminar class
regarding whether toilet paper should be brought back into the rules of the game for various sports.25
Just think of the potential of being a toilet-paper lobbyist to one of the major sports organizations.26
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Would George Brett have committed the pine tar incident if he could have swaddled his bat in toilet
paper?27
Sports Financing and Toilet Paper
Toilet paper has a proud history of financing sports teams, even though currently there are no stadiums
with toilet-paper naming rights.28 The Green Bay Packers, one of two professional football teams
located in the Seventh Circuit,29 owes its existence to toilet paper.30 In the 1930s, Green Bay became
known as the toilet paper capital of the world.31 Selling shares to the public, written on toilet paper, the
team raised enough money to avoid bankruptcy and was kept in Green Bay.32 Think of the potential
opportunities for arena naming rights that a young sports law entrepreneur could transact.33 The
Milwaukee Bucks are looking for financing.34 Other teams will also look for financing
as sports venues age.35 Transactions attorneys earn good money making these kind of deals, so
let us teach law students how to do them.36
NASCAR demonstrates the myriad opportunities for sponsorships. Charmin sponsors a promotion at
the Charlotte Motor Speedway called “Stop Skid Marks”. 37 Kyle Larson is sponsored by Cottonelle and
stars in a commercial that provides way too much information.38 Even test drivers attest to the need
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for toilet paper.39 There is just a diarrhea of possibilities for other sports to get sponsorships.
Sports Figures Defaming Toilet Paper
One could specialize in suing sports figures or fans who defame or infringe on toilet paper’s trademarks.
For example, Dallas Mavericks guard Jason Terry called Matt Barnes the “Charminator”40 Blackhawk fans
celebrated winning the Stanley Cup by throwing toilet paper around the trees and bushes of Coach
Quenneville’s house.41 And then there is the celebrated case of the man who robbed a sports bar
wearing a toilet paper mask. 42
Conclusion
There are other sports I haven’t covered, because I’ve reached my word limit – for example,
cricket and toilet paper recalls about 766,000 results, 43 poker and toilet paper recalls a mere 534,000
results.44 With all of the Law and xxx courses in today’s curriculum, surely there is a dire need for Sports
Entrepreneurial Law and Toilet Paper.45 Don’t disappoint me, Marquette.
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